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Approaches to 
Artificial Intelligence 
in School Education



What expects you?

• Introductory Remarks
• What is it all about?

• From Deep Learning to AI
• AI in a Wider Context

• Remarks on AI-History 
• Current Initiatives in K-12 Education
• Interdisciplinarity
• Implications and Outlook



AI in School Education



Dhande, M.: Difference between AI …., Blog





Kotu V. et al. Learn more about AI, 2019



DATA MANAGEMENT
Grillenberger, Romeike 2017

DATA LITERACY
Grillenberger, Romeike 2018

DATA  - ONE BUILDING BLOCK OF AI
(besides COMPUTING POWER and advanced ALGORITHMS based on advanced MATHMATICS) 



Source: https://venturebeat.com/category/ai/

AI‘s HISTORY of expectations … and …



1987

„Neuronal 
networks 
are doomed 
to failure …“ 



Descartes: Distinction between “machines
learn about performing one specific task”, 
and “machines learn to be able to adapt to 
any job”. 

-> Specialized and General AI.



Current AI Approaches/Projects in Schools

?



Current AI Approaches/Projects in Schools

Germany (Bavaria)



Module 1
Introduction - students’ 

everyday experiences with AI 

Module 2
How does Machine Learning 

work? 

Module 3
What’s the difference between 

man and machine? 

Module 4
Historical Overview of the 
Development of Artificial 

Intelligence

Module 5
The distribution of roles of 

man and machine - ethical and 
societal aspects 

Module 6
In which AI world do we want 

to live? 

Current AI Approaches/Projects in Schools

Germany (Paderborn)



School-Textbooks for AI?, but where ???



Example Image Recognition and Production  



AI is highly interdisciplinary



• Approach from a social and philosophical standpoint

(talking and reasoning about AI)

• Dealing with AI by a conscious awareness of AI applications on a

phenomenological level (knowing about AI)

• Applying AI through a grey box models, requiring a basic knowledge

of its key concepts (applying AI)

• Putting the mathematical, statistical and computational perspective

into the foreground (constructing AI)

Concluding Remarks

Pedagogical/didactics considerations
[breadth and depth of a wide field]



AI has the potential to extend and enrich 
computing in schools.

But there is still a long way to go and to find the 
right approaches and reasonable levels and 
requirements for the particular age-groups.

Above all, it needs curious educators, teachers and 
teacher trainers who are able to incorporate this 

important and prospective field into general, 
specific and vocational education.



https://futureoflife.org/background/benefits-risks-of-artificial-intelligence

DON‘T PANIC ABOUT THE FUTURE OF AI – JUST TEACH IT.


